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Did you make these recipes? 

Tag @livingjin.official on Instagram and  
hashtag it #livingjin #agaragar
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INGREDIENTS

CRUST
½ cup Walnuts

8 Dried Plums

½ cup Oats

1 tsp Coconut Oil

FIRST LAYER
1 cup Coconut Milk

1 Tbsp Coconut Sugar

1½ tsp Agar Agar Powder

SECOND LAYER
1 cup Fresh Mango

½ cup Coconut Water

2 Tbsp Water

1 tsp Agar Agar Powder

NOTE
The tart stays good in the refrigerator for 3 days or keeps in the freezer for 
longer time. 

DIRECTIONS
CRUST
Mix walnuts, plums, oats and coconut oil in a blender until the mixture 
becomes gooey and ready to spread at the bottom of the pan. 

Vegan  
Mango Tart
Servings: 4 people
Total Time: 2 hours 30 minutes
Prep Time: 15 minutes 
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Other Time: Chilling for 2-3 hours
Size of Container: 5 inch round pan
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TIP
Low to medium heat for mixing the Agar Agar 
Powder on the stove with the other ingredients.

SECOND LAYER
1. Mix fresh mango and coconut water in a blender until super smooth. 

2. After this step, mix mango purée, Agar Agar Powder and 2 Tbsp water 
over medium heat and bring to boil for 2 minutes. 

3. Take out the pan and pour the second layer on top. Set the tart back 
in the fridge. Decorate with your fresh mango and strawberries. 

FIRST LAYER
1. Mix coconut milk, coconut sugar and Agar Agar Powder over medium 

heat and bring to boil for 2 minutes. 

2. Pour this layer on top of the crust and set in the refrigerator. 
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ABOUT THE CHEF
My name is Ligia. I am a mother and a wife. I am passionate about creating healthy simple food  
and dessert recipes. Passionate about helping others take control of their health. 

ABOUT THE RECIPE 
Made this dessert as a healthier version of tart. Vegan dessert.

INSTAGRAM @ligiasfreshbowls

Ligia 
Derecichei
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INGREDIENTS

LEMON CREAM
½ tsp Agar Agar Powder

6 Tbsp Lemon Juice

4 Tbsp Sugar

1 Egg Yolk

6 Tbsp Butter

7 Tbsp Heavy Whipping Cream

MANGO JELLY*
½ tsp Agar Agar Powder

1 Mango, cut into cubes

6 Tbsp Sugar

3 Tbsp Water

MANGO CREAM
10 Tbsp Mango Jelly*

7 Tbsp Heavy Whipped Cream

COCONUT FINANCIER
2 Tbsp Butter

1 Tbsp Cocoa Powder

1 Egg White

2 Tbsp Flour

2 Tbsp Sugar

2 Tbsp Almond Powder

GLAZE
5 Tbsp Water

8 Tbsp Sugar

8 Tbsp Glucose

4 Tbsp Sweetened Condensed Milk

¾ tsp Agar Agar Powder

10 Tbsp White Chocolate

NOTE
Agar Agar Powder (unlike gelatin) should always be boiled before adding 
it to the preparation. The entremet, as it is mainly made with cream 
should be kept at 39.2°F (in a refrigerator) after the glazing step and could 
be consumed 2 hours after (the time it thaws).

Entremet 
Mangue-Citron
Servings: 6-8 people
Total Time: 2 days 15 hours
Prep Time: 2 days 
Cooking Time: 3 hours
Other Time: Freeze for 12 hours
Size of Container: 7.5 inches, round
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DIRECTIONS
LEMON CREAM
1. Put the Agar Agar Powder and lemon juice to boil. Whisk the egg yolk 

and the sugar. Add it to the boiling mixture. 

2. Stir until the mixture thickens. 

3. Take off the heat and add the butter, cover and let cool to  
room temperature.

4. Whisk the heavy whipping cream, then add it gradually to the  
lemon cream. 

MANGO JELLY 
1. Cut the mango into cubes, add the sugar, water, Agar Agar Powder 

and cook until the mix becomes thick. Using a hand-blender, mix to 
turn it into a purée. 

2. Put half of the quantity of the mango jelly to freeze into the desired 
shape to make the insert.
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MANGO CREAM
1. Whisk the heavy whipped cream.

2. Add it gradually to the remaining quantity of the mango jelly.

COCONUT FINANCIER 
1. Mix all the ingredients and add the melted butter. 

2. Put the mixture into a round shaped mold and cook for 15 minutes  
at 350°F.
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THE GLAZE
1. Put the water, sugar, glucose, sweetened condensed milk, Agar Agar 

Powder to boil. While it is still hot, pour the mix on the white chocolate. 

2. Mix using a hand-blender and pour the glaze (104°F) on the frozen 
entremet and decorate.

ENTREMET MOUNTING 
1. Into a silicone mold, start by putting the mango cream, then the 

frozen mango insert, followed by a layer of lemon cream and finally 
the coconut financier. 

2. Freeze for 12 hours.
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ABOUT THE CHEF
My name is Asma Ayari, I’m 32 years old. I’m from Tunisia and I have a PhD in Immunology. 
I’m married and a happy mom of a 2 years old daughter. I lived four years in France, where I 
discovered the French pastry. Since I came to the USA, I started making and sharing my vision 
of desserts on social media (Facebook & Instagram) which is mainly about French pastry, but 
sometimes I propose other countries’ desserts.

ABOUT THE RECIPE 
The first time I made an entremet, it didn’t work well because I couldn’t find any recipe using 
Agar Agar Powder for the cream and especially the glaze (all the available recipes use gelatin). 
So after several trials, I found out the appropriate amount of Agar Agar Powder I should add to 
an entremet at each step so it won’t melt or be too sticky. However marrying mango to lemon 
is a first trial. I always used to combine mango to passion fruit and I’m really satisfied with the 
freshness the lemon brings to the mango sweetness. 

INSTAGRAM @vanilla.tonka   |   FACEBOOK vanilla.tonka

Asma 
Ayari
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INGREDIENTS

PURÉE
1 Egg White

½ cup Apple and Berry Purée

½ cup Sugar

SYRUP
1 cup Sugar

⅓ cup Water

2 tsp Agar Agar Powder

DIRECTIONS 
PURÉE
1. Wash and cut one green apple into 4 pieces. Put it in a saucepan, add  

2 Tbsp water and let it cook until very soft (about 15 minutes). 

2. Mash the apple and strain through a sieve. In a saucepan, add 200g 
of any berries you like (raspberries, blackberries, strawberries, or just 
banana) to simmer, mash them in the saucepan, and simmer until 
the purée is very thick. 

Zephyr 
Servings: 14-16 pieces
Total Time: 8 hours 15 minutes
Prep Time: 1 hour 
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Other Time: Chilling for 7 hours
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SYRUP
1. In a sauce pan, combine ⅓ cup water, 2 tsp Agar Agar Powder and  

1 cup sugar. 

2. Place over medium heat, bring the syrup to a boil then reduce the 
heat to low and cook 5 minutes, whisking constantly until syrup has 
thickened and pours from a spoon without dribbling, or reaches 
230°F (110°C). 

3. Remove from heat.

TIP
If you don’t want berries you can make it with 
fruits, add orange zest, or cover it with dark 
chocolate. Also, you can use zephyr as a filling 
layer in the cake, or use any silicone molds for 
the shape you want (do not forget to brush the 
mold with oil).

3. Strain purée through a sieve and add apple purée. It should be 150g 
of mixed apple and berry purée. Add ½ cup of sugar while the purée 
is still warm, sugar should be dissolved in the purée.

4. Put the purée into the refrigerator until it’s cooled (you can make it a 
night before). Also, freeze remaining purée and use it for the next time.

5. When the purée is chilled, pour it in a bowl of the mixer, add 1 egg white 
(substitutes for aquafaba in the same portion, approximately 40g). 

6. Start beating the egg white and purée until it’s very light and doubled 
or tripled in size. At the same time while beating egg and purée, 
proceed with syrup. 
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ZEPHYR
1. With the mixer on lowest speed, start pouring the syrup slowly into 

the egg and purée mixture. Be careful not to cook your eggs in the 
purée mixture. 

2. When all syrup is poured, change the mixer to highest speed and beat 
for 2 or 3 minutes until soft peaks form.

TIP
If you have an electric hand mixer, beat the 
egg/purée until doubled in size and then start 
Agar Agar Powder syrup, because you need to 
whisk the syrup constantly until it will be ready. 
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3. Transfer the ready mixture to a piping bag with Wilton 1M or any tip 
you have, and pipe Roses onto the parchment lined baking sheets. Let 
them stabilize or dry 6 to 12 hours. 

4. When roses have glossy tops and easily come off, match 2 halves 
together, sandwich them and roll in powdered sugar. Tasty and 
beautiful zephyrs are ready!
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ABOUT THE CHEF
Hi, My name is Madina, I’m 26 now and I live in New York for 5 years. My passion is baking! I love 
to make sweets, and make others happy when I give them my treats as a piece of my love! But the 
most important thing is, I am mother of two wonderful babies, and I try to use best and healthy 
ingredients for them. Also, I hope you can enjoy my recipes too, and make your family or friends 
happier with a piece of your sweet masterpiece :)

ABOUT THE RECIPE 
Zephyr is a very light and full of vitamins dessert, it is also very beautiful to serve or place in a gift box. 
There is no flour, milk and no baking. It consists of berries, apples or any fruits you love and want to add.

INSTAGRAM @LazizMadina 

Madina 
Nurkhodjaeva
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INGREDIENTS

OREO CRUST
50 Oreo Cookies

1 cup Coconut Oil, melted

CHOCOLATE MOUSSE LAYER
1 cup Heavy Whipping Cream

¼ cup Sugar

¾ cup Chocolate Chips

1 tsp Agar Agar Powder

2 Tbsp Hot Water

BERRY LAYER
1 cup Mixed Berries

½ tsp Agar Agar Powder

¼ cup Sugar

DIRECTIONS
OREO CRUST
1. Preheat the oven to 350°F. 

2. Crush the Oreo cookies in a food processor until they are like fine 
sand. In a heatproof bowl, microwave the coconut oil until it has 
thoroughly melted. 

3. Pour the melted coconut oil into the bowl of crushed Oreos. Use your 
hands to mix the melted coconut oil with the crushed Oreo cookies 
and then press it firmly into a tart pan. 

4. Bake in the oven for 10 minutes before taking it out to cool in the pan.

Triple Berry  
Chocolate 
Mousse Tart
Servings: 8-10 people
Total Time: 6 hours
Prep Time: 1 hour 
Cooking Time: 1 hour
Other Time: Chilling for 4 hours
Size of Container: 14×5.6 inch tart pan
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CHOCOLATE MOUSSE LAYER
1. In a heatproof bowl, microwave ¼ cup of the heavy whipping cream  

at 30-second intervals until it starts to simmer in the microwave.  
Once it starts simmering, immediately take it out and cover it with 
the chocolate chips. Make sure to spread the chocolate chips evenly.  
Allow it to sit for 1-2 minutes. In the meantime, pour the remaining ¾ 
cup of heavy whipping cream and sugar into a stand mixer and whip 
it until stiff peaks form. Set the whipped cream aside. 

2. Fill a separate small bowl with 1 Tbsp of water and the Agar Agar 
Powder and microwave it for 10 seconds. Take it out to stir gently 
before placing it back into the microwave for another 10 seconds. 
Continue to do this until the Agar Agar Powder solidifies the water. 
Then, take the remaining 1 Tbsp of hot water and pour it into the 
Agar Agar Powder mixture. Stir until it becomes slightly loosened 
before placing it back into the microwave for 10 seconds. This will 
cause the Agar Agar Powder to transform back to a smooth thick 
liquid mixture. Pour it into the chocolate cream and continue to mix 
both of them vigorously until the chocolate mixture is completely 
smooth and silky.
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TIP
Chocolate and Agar Agar Powder are very time 
and temperature sensitive. You want to be 
sure to keep a close eye on them, continually 
checking and stirring them so that no film 
forms over each of those layers.

3. Once the chocolate chips have softened slightly, stir the mixture 
vigorously until it is completely homogeneous and all the chocolate 
chips have melted (an immersion blender can be helpful in this 
process). Take a spoonful of the whipped cream left in the stand 
mixer and blend it into the chocolate mixture to balance out the 
temperature. 

4. Once the whipped cream has been thoroughly blended, pour the 
chocolate cream into the whipped cream and gently fold them 
together. Continue to fold until there is no distinction between 
the chocolate cream and the whipped cream. Pour this chocolate 
mousse into the Oreo crust and refrigerate for at least 2 hours.
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BERRY LAYER
1. In a small saucepan, bring the blended mixed berries, sugar and Agar 

Agar Powder to a slight simmer. Stir continuously until the sugar, and 
Agar Agar Powder has been thoroughly incorporated then turn off the 
heat and pour into a separate bowl. 

2. Allow to sit until it is cool to touch; however, be sure to stir it 
occasionally to prevent a film from forming on the top. Once the 
berry mixture has been cooled, pour it over the chilled chocolate 
mousse layer and refrigerate for another 2 hours. 
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ABOUT THE CHEF
Hi! I’m a stay at home mom, food fanatic (more like a dessert fanatic), a thrill seeker and an 
experimenter. I love to try out new things, even if it means that I fail a bunch of times along the way. 
There is nothing more rewarding than to find a new recipe that no one has ever made before and it 
turns into a success! 

ABOUT THE RECIPE 
This recipe came with many many trials and errors. There were so many failed attempts in trying 
to make the Agar Agar Powder and the mousse smooth, then there were other attempts in trying to 
make sure the fluffy and airy consistency of a mousse was right. A good mousse isn’t too stiff, yet 
it is firm enough to hold itself together. Another important aspect of this recipe is the difficulty in 
managing chocolate. From melting it to helping it stay warm and liquid-like, to incorporating it with 
the colder whipped cream, timing is just about everything for this recipe. 

INSTAGRAM @sweets.simplified   |   WEBSITE sweetssimplified.com

Chen 
Wong
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INGREDIENTS
1½ cups Graham Cracker Crumbs

⅓ cup Sugar

5 Tbsp Vegan Butter, melted

2 cups Cashews, soaked in water overnight

½ cup Fresh Key Lime Juice

¼ cup Agave Syrup

3 tsp Key Lime Zest, divided

1 cup Full Fat Coconut Milk, from a can

2¼ tsp Agar Agar Powder, divided

1 can (15oz) Coconut Whipping Cream, chilled

2 Tbsp Powdered Sugar

Optional Extra Key Limes, for decoration

NOTE
Make sure to soak the cashews in water overnight the night before and 
to put the can of coconut whipping cream in the refrigerator the night 
before. Also, place the mixing bowl you will be using to make the whipped 
cream in the freezer 1 hour before making the whipped cream.

DIRECTIONS
1. Mix graham cracker crumbs, sugar, and melted butter until well blended. 

2. Press mixture into a 9-inch springform pan. Press evenly only to the 
bottom of the pan. Chill in freezer until needed for next step. 

3. Drain the soaked cashews, and mix in a food processor with the lime 
juice, agave syrup, and 2 tsp key lime zest until well blended. 

4. Make sure coconut milk is at room temperature and evenly mixed. 
Give the can a shake before opening it to ensure its contents are not 
separated. Bring 1 cup of coconut milk to a low boil. 

Vegan  
Key Lime 
Cheesecake
Servings: 8 people
Total Time: 2 hours
Prep Time: 30 minutes 
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Other Time: Chilling for 1 hour
Size of Container: 9-inch springform pan
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5. Remove cheesecake crust from the fridge and set it on the counter next 
to the food processor so you have it ready to go in a few minutes. 

6. Once the coconut milk comes to a low boil, slowly whisk in 2 tsp of 
Agar Agar Powder (1 tsp at a time) to ensure the Agar Agar Powder 
does not clump up. 

TIP
If you’re juicing your own key limes, a garlic 
press comes in very handy! It’s the perfect size 
for cutting key limes in half and juicing.

7. For the next step, you will need to work very quickly because the Agar 
Agar Powder will start setting. Add the coconut milk mixture to the rest 
of the contents in the food processor and blend on high for a minute. 

8. Working quickly, use a rubber spatula to remove the mixture from the 
food processor into the springform pan. Use the spatula to smooth 
out the top, and tap the pan on the sides to get the filling to evenly 
spread out on the crust. Place the pan in the fridge until needed for 
the next step. 

9. Remove mixing bowl from freezer. Add the whole can of coconut 
whipping cream, powdered sugar and 1 tsp of key lime zest to the 
mixing bowl. Beat on medium-high and as the cream starts to thicken 
add ¼ tsp Agar Agar Powder to the mix. 

10. Once stiff peaks have formed, remove the springform pan from the 
fridge and using a rubber spatula evenly spread the coconut whipped 
cream layer on top of the cheesecake layer. 

11. Chill in the fridge for at least one hour before serving. 

12. Decorate the top of the cheesecake with extra key lime slices (optional).
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ABOUT THE CHEF
Hi, I’m KeyLimeKat! Or you can just call me Katherine. I’m a Los Angeles and plant-based foodie.  
I love exploring all the delicious eats this city has to offer and showing all my family and friends that 
a plant-based diet can consist of way more than just salads. 

ABOUT THE RECIPE 
As you may have guessed I love key lime flavored treats! I absolutely love cheesecake as well and 
have been wanting to make a vegan one for quite some time. I was super excited to learn about 
Agar Agar Powder and see that it can be used to make vegan cheesecakes. 

INSTAGRAM @keylimekat

Katherine  
Winslow
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INGREDIENTS

CRUST
2 cups (4 oz) Pretzel, mini or sticks

⅓ cup Vegan Butter, melted

2 Tbsp Sugar

CREAM CHEESE LAYER
½ cup Raw Cashews

1 can Full Fat Coconut Milk

3 Tbsp Fresh Lemon Juice

½ cup + 1 Tbsp Granulated Sugar

½ tsp Agar Agar Powder

STRAWBERRY GEL LAYER
1¾ cups Water

14 oz Fresh or Frozen Strawberries

⅓ cup + 2 Tbsp Granulated Sugar, divided

1½ tsp Agar Agar Powder

TOPPING
12 Fresh Strawberries, stem ends trimmed

NOTE
Mini Vegan Strawberry Pretzel Salad will keep in the refrigerator for up to 
3 days. Store in an airtight container.

DIRECTIONS
CRUST
1. Clear space in a freezer large enough for a muffin pan. Preheat oven  

to 350°F. Cut parchment paper into 12 strips approximately 6 inches 
long by a ⅝ inch wide. 

Mini Vegan 
Strawberry 
Pretzel Salads
Servings: 12
Total Time: 1 hours 30 minutes
Prep Time: 30 minutes 
Cooking Time: 25 minutes
Other Time: Chilling for 45 minutes
Size of Container: Standard 12-cup muffin pan
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2. These will serve as “handles” to remove the individual desserts from 
the pan. Place one strip of parchment in the center of each cup of a 
standard, non-stick muffin pan.

3. Crush the pretzels until there are no large pieces (much of it should 
become the texture of sand). Do this using a food processor or by 
placing the pretzels in a bag and bashing them with a rolling pin. 

4. Pour the melted vegan butter and 2 Tbsp of sugar onto the crushed 
pretzels. Mix until fully incorporated.

5. Carefully scoop about 1½ Tbsp of pretzel mixture into each cup of the 
muffin pan. Be sure the parchment strips stay centered and that the 
mixture does not get underneath the parchment. 

6. Use the back of a spoon to gently press down on the crust so that it 
completely covers the bottom of the pan.

7. Bake for 6 to 7 minutes. Let cool 5 minutes before placing the pan in 
the freezer for 15 minutes while preparing the next layer.
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CREAM CHEESE LAYER
1. In a blender combine the cashews, lemon juice, and half of the can of 

coconut milk. Blend until completely smooth. Set aside.

2. In a small saucepan combine the remaining half of the coconut milk, 
½ cup plus 1 Tbsp of sugar, and ½ tsp Agar Agar Powder.

3. Whisking frequently, cook over medium/high heat until the mixture 
comes to a boil. 

4. Immediately pour into the blender with the cashew mixture and 
whisk vigorously to incorporate the two. 

5. Working quickly, remove the muffin pan from the freezer and evenly 
divide the coconut milk mixture among the pan (this will fill each cup 
about ⅔ of the way, leaving room for the strawberry layer). 

6. Freeze for about 15 minutes while you prepare the next layer.
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STRAWBERRY GEL
1. Make strawberry juice by combining the water, 14oz fresh or frozen 

strawberries, and 2 Tbsp sugar in a medium size pan. Cook over 
high heat until it comes to a low boil, then reduce heat and simmer 
for 10 minutes or until most of the color has transferred from the 
berries to the water. Place a fine mesh strainer over a bowl or large 
jar to capture the juice, and pour the strawberry mixture through the 
strainer. Discard strawberries (or save as a snack for later). Rinse the 
strainer and pour the juice through it one more time so that it is as 
clear as possible. 

2. Remove pan from freezer and place one fresh strawberry in each cup, 
cut-side down. 

3. In a small saucepan combine the strawberry juice, 1½ tsp Agar Agar 
Powder, and ⅓ cup sugar. Whisk to dissolve. Continue whisking and 
cook over high heat until it boils. Carefully divide the strawberry Agar 
Agar Powder mixture among each of the 12 cups, pouring directly 
onto the strawberries so that it cascades down and coats the berries. 
If there are any bubbles on the surface of the gel, use the back of a 
spoon to smooth them.

4. Let sit undisturbed for 5 to 10 minutes until semi-set, then transfer 
to the freezer for about 10 minutes. If serving immediately, remove 
the desserts from the pan by slowly and evenly pulling up on the 
parchment strips. Otherwise, move the pan to the refrigerator until 
ready to serve.
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ABOUT THE CHEF
I’m an ethical vegan (meaning I went vegan for the animals) who also loves food, cooking, and 
nutrition. Vegan since 2011, I finally realized my dream of starting a blog in August of 2018! :)  
My husband is also vegan, and we love to hike, practice yoga, and lift weights together. I adore cats 
and currently live with two sweet kitties named Sarah and Sissy.

ABOUT THE RECIPE 
Growing up in Alabama, strawberry pretzel salad was a staple dish at almost every special 
occasion. Making a vegan version has been on my to-do list for some time, and I’m so excited for 
this opportunity! The classic recipe is usually made in a large casserole dish, but these individual 
treats are a fun twist that is well suited for Agar Agar Powder (and perfect for parties).

INSTAGRAM @myquietkitchen   |   FACEBOOK myquietkitchen   |   WEBSITE myquietkitchen.com 

Lori 
Rasmussen
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INGREDIENTS

2 Hard Boiled Eggs

2 Tbsp Mayonnaise

1 Tbsp Yellow Mustard

1 Tbsp Smoked Salmon

½ cup Chives, diced

¾ cup Water 

1 tsp Agar Agar Powder

A pinch Salt and Pepper

NOTE
For less time in the kitchen, always have hard boiled eggs on hand ready 
to go. I recommend boiling them a day before so they can pickle in the 
beet juice in the refrigerator.

Smoked 
Salmon  
Deviled Eggs
Servings: 2 
Total Time: 1 hour 40 minutes
Prep Time: 30 minutes 
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Other Time: Chilling for 1 hour
Size of Container: Round mold 

DIRECTIONS
1. Boil water. Then add Agar Agar Powder. Let it cool. 
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2. While it’s cooling, make your deviled egg filling by adding the yolks, 
mayonnaise, and mustard to a bowl and mix. 

3. Once the Agar Agar Powder liquid has cooled, add the chives, smoked 
salmon and egg mixture to a mold and cover with Agar Agar Powder liquid. 

4. Let set for 15 minutes in the refrigerator and then place on the egg 
white for a fancy presentation!
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ABOUT THE CHEF
Hi! My name is Ashley and I live in Prescott Valley, AZ. I just recently finished culinary school and am 
trying to make myself known to the world through my cooking!

ABOUT THE RECIPE 
This is something I had an epiphany about and thought it would be fun to make!

INSTAGRAM @crescendocateringaz 

Ashley 
Mead
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INGREDIENTS

VEGAN ZEPHYR
1 can Garbanzo Beans, liquid separated

1 tsp Lemon Juice

1 Lemon Zest

1 Tbsp Vanilla Extract

¾ cup Water

1 tsp Agar Agar Powder 

1¼ cups Granulated Sugar 

Optional Arrowroot Powder

CLOUD SPHERES
2 bars Vegan Almond Infused White Chocolate

2 drops per bar Organic Lemon Oil

1 tsp Coconut Oil

Optional Food Dye

DIRECTIONS
VEGAN ZEPHYR
1. Line a 9×13 inch glass dish with parchment paper and dust with  

arrowroot powder. Using an electric mixer, whip aquafaba (bean 
liquid) on high speed.

2. While aquafaba is whipping, in a small sauce pot  
bring water and Agar Agar Powder to a boil. 

White  
Chocolate  
Cloud Spheres
Servings: 12 people
Total Time: 2 hours
Prep Time: 30 minutes 
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Other Time: Chilling for 1 hour
Size of Container: 9×13 glass dish, small 
silicone dome sheet
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3. As you are waiting for the water to boil, once the aquafaba is at a stiff 
peak, add lemon juice, lemon zest, and vanilla extract. Continue to 
whip the mixture on medium-high speed.

4. Stir boiling Agar Agar Powder water. Let it boil for about 3 minutes.

5. Slowly add sugar to the Agar Agar Powder water and allow to boil  
for 3 minutes.

6. Reduce speed on mixer to 2 or 4, or to a low speed. Slowly pour  
in the Agar Agar Powder syrup as to not collapse the air in the 
whipped mixture.

7. Once fully incorporated, allow the mixer to run on low speed for  
30-60 seconds.
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TIP
This method for tempering chocolate is much 
easier than using a double boiler, and most 
people have these tools on hand. I find that 
using this method with glass bowls allows me 
to handle the bowl without burning myself 
during the process, and also allows for ample 
air circulation, so you are much less likely to 
burn your chocolate as well!

CLOUD SPHERES
1. Using a small pot and a metal steamer basket upside down, heat 

water in the pan on medium-high heat. Once steam invisible, reduce 
to a medium-low heat.

2. Temper your chocolate in 2 separate batches, adding a vegetable-
based food coloring to one if you choose. The next two steps are so 
much fun for kids!

8. Pour the mixture into the lined and dusted baking dish. Using your 
hand or a sifter, dust the top with arrowroot starch and set aside to set.
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3. Using the colored chocolate first, paint designs, swirls, or shapes into 
the bottom of the domes using a small brush. Freeze for 2 minutes.

4. Use a medium brush to paint a layer of white chocolate over the 
colored chocolate design. Freeze for 2 minutes and repeat. After the 
3rd layer is painted, leave in the freezer for 5 minutes. Glove up and 
hold ice packs or something cold to make sure your hands are chilled 
for handling the spheres.

5. Cut the vegan zephyr into 0.4 inch (1 cm) cubes.

6. Remove the domes from the molds.  

7. Place the spheres on the frozen sheet pan used to hold the silicone 
dome mat. Place a piece of zephyr inside the dome. 

8. Using a small paint brush, paint the chocolate along the edge, place 
another dome on top, and wipe your finger along with the seal.
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ABOUT THE CHEF
As a chef, I have always had a focus on nutrition, finding my passion for modifying foods for specific 
dietary needs. I have been fortunate to have the opportunity to work with athletes, children with 
(dis)abilities, and with people with a wide variety of illnesses. My main focus is to make eating 
with specific dietary requirements exciting and enjoyable, so a lot of the recipes I modify end up 
being plant-based, gluten-free, or soy free (often all three!). The experiences I have encountered 
on my journey with food and health inspired me to create The Conscious Table as a resource for 
consciousness, community, and collaboration.

ABOUT THE RECIPE 
This recipe was actually inspired by the meditative soundscapes in project rebEarth written by 
Edward Travi where it was one of the featured dishes at the album release party. You will find more 
information on the recipe and event on my blog where you will also find the specific brands and 
ingredients used in order to exactly replicate the recipe and event on my blog. There you can find 
specifics on brands or ingredients used in order to exactly replicate the spheres.

INSTAGRAM @linden_erin   |   WEBSITE theconscioustable.org

Linden 
Erin
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INGREDIENTS

CRUST
2 cups Biscuits

½ cup Walnuts

⅓ cup Coconut Oil, melted

A pinch Salt

CUSTARD FILLING
1¼ cups Fresh Strawberries, roughly chopped

1¾ cups Full Fat Coconut Milk 

1½ cups Silken Tofu

½ cup + 2 Tbsp Sugar

2 Tbsp  Corn Starch 

4 Tbsp Water

Zest One Lemon 

½ tsp Agar Agar Powder

A pinch Salt 

LEMONADE JELLO
½ cup Fresh Basil Leaves

¼ cup Sugar

¾ cup Fresh Lemon Juice

1½ cups Water

¼ cup Elderberry Syrup

1 Tbsp Agar Agar Powder

NOTE
Let the LEMONADE JELLO cool a bit before pouring over the CUSTARD 
FILLING Cake is best chilled overnight and it will slice more neatly if 
allowed to properly chill.

DIRECTIONS
CRUST
1. Preheat oven to 350°F. 

2. First, combine biscuits and walnuts in a food processor and pulverize 
them into a fine crumb. Then add melted oil and pulse to combine. 

3. Press this mixture into a 9-inch pan with a removable bottom, or 
removable sides, and bake for 15 minutes. 

4. Remove from the oven and let cool at room temperature until needed.

Basil and 
Strawberry 
Tart
Servings: 10-12 people
Total Time: 1.5 hours
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Other Time: Chilling for 1 hour up to overnight
Size of Container: 9-inch springform pan
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CUSTARD FILLING
1. In a heavy bottomed and deep pot combine all the ingredients  

except tofu.

2. Before adding the cornstarch thin it out with water to prevent 
clumping then add. When the mixture reaches boiling stage, have it 
boiling for at least 2 minutes. 

3. Transfer everything to a blender, add tofu, and blend until smooth. 
Pour the custard into your prepared crust and allow to set in the 
fridge before proceeding with the next step.

LEMONADE JELLO
1. In a food processor combine basil leaves and sugar. Pulse to make 

into a sandy paste. 

2. In a heavy bottomed pan combine all the ingredients and bring to  
a boil. Allow boiling for at least 2 minutes. Let the mixture chill  
for 5 minutes. 

3. Pour the chilled mixture over the custard filling. 

4. Let the entire cake set and harden in the fridge before slicing. 
Overnight is best.
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ABOUT THE CHEF
In my professional life, I hold a masters degree in social work. However, in my spare time, I turn 
into a (self-taught) kitchen enthusiast who especially loves all things sweet. I love to explore new 
cuisines and try, as well as create new recipes. I have a husband, two children, and lots of neighbors 
who enjoy taste testing my recipes and giving me feedback.

ABOUT THE RECIPE 
This recipe was created by me as an homage to spring. Basil and strawberries are a match made in 
gardening heaven and one of the first harbingers of spring. This no-bake cake is light, sweet, a little 
tart, and most of all fragrant with comforting aromas of strawberries and basil.

INSTAGRAM @_oventotable_

Dijana  
Behremović- 
Durmić
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Spread 

health 
across the world
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WHO WE ARE
LIVING JIN is a food tech startup that aims to be the world’s 
number one K-food platform. We are dedicated to plan and deliver 
high-quality food products made with Korean food ingredients and 
advanced food manufacturing technologies from Korea globally.

•  Opportunities
The $5.75 trillion food industry is hungry for innovation, for the 
better understanding of the consumer. Across the US, there is a 
$9.18 billion demand for healthy food that is not being met.

Korean local food ingredients have a lot of potential to contribute 
to this demand for healthy-eating trends worldwide.

MISSION
Our mission is spreading health across the world. We want to make 
the world healthier by connecting customers with innovative and 
undiscovered Korean food products and technologies. 

•  We care for the customer
We deliver the best quality products that help to improve our 
customers’ health. Cleanness and safety are our priorities when we 
choose and evaluate our products. 

•  We care for the environment
Mother Nature is everyone’s home. Planet Earth’s health is our 
health. We contemplate how to keep our planet healthy. We work 
to reduce harmful impact on the world. 

•  We care for society
We seek to find ways to contribute our talents to improve our 
society’s health by donating our efforts and our products.



2F, 13 Bamgogae-ro 5-gil, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, Republic of Korea (zip 06367) 

Office: +82 70 8778 2016   Fax: +82 2 445 8777

livingjin.com
official@livingjin.com

Agar Agar Cookbook
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